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ABSTRACT

The excavations at Tell Dothan in Palestine, which took place during the middle ofthe past century, uncovered important remains from the
Middle Bronze Age. This article presents previously unpublished artifacts from the courtyard ofthe ''patrician's house" at Tell Dothan. The
most significant artifacts from this assemblage are a scarab-stampedjar handle and two scarab-stamped loom weights. In addition to making
these objects availablefor the first time, this article also considers how scarab-stamped loom weights may have functioned at the site.

T

he Second Intermediate Period was a time of recurrent
and complex interactions between Palestine and Egypt.
In addition to the Canaanite influences on the material
culture in the Egyptian Delta, Palestine was steadily influenced by
Egyptian practices. One window into the complex interactions
between Palestine and Egypt is the study of scarabs and scarab
sealing in Canaan during the Middle Bronze Age (= MBA), 1
which have been investigated for chronological, typological and
historical reasons. 2 The present study presents three scarabimpressions discovered in Palestine during the excavations of Tell
Dothan. It focuses on two of these impressions found on loom
weights and offers a case-study of how the Egyptian cultural
practice of using scarab stamp-seals may have been adopted and
adapted at Tell Dothan in the craft of weaving.
Tell Dothan is located in a relatively small valley that
connects the Sharon Plain and Samaria with the Jezreel Valley. 3
Joseph P. Free excavated the site on behalf of Wheaton College for
twelve years, from 1953 to 1964. The MBA remains at the site
were primarily reached in Area AID, where the principal
architectural feature was a well-constructed "patrician's house." 4
The "patrician's house" was initially built during the MBA II and
at least three phases can be ascertained before it went out of use
during the MBA III/LBA la (phases 7-5). The primary
modification to the "patrician's house" was between phase 7 and
6. In phase 6 a sizable courtyard area was excavated. It was
enclosed by wall 461 that ran northeast-southwest and the
perpendicular wall 478 that ran northwest-southeast (fig 1). 5 The
courtyard from phase 6 of the 'patrician's house,' then, continued
to be in use during the final phase of the building (i.e. phase 5).
Three previously unpublished scarab-impressed artifacts were
recorded as coming from the final phase of this building: one

scarab-stamped jar handle and two scarab-stamped loom weights.
These three impressions are presented below alongside previously
published materials and suggestions are offered for the function of
the scarab-stamped loom weights at Tell Dothan.
SCARAB-STAMPED ARTIFACTS FROM THE "PATRICIAN'S
HOUSE" ATTELLDOTHAN

An unpublished jar handle (registration no. DTO 2564) was
recently located in the Joseph P. Free collection, which is housed
in the Wheaton College Archaeology Museum. This stamped jar
handle is documented in the field notes from the 1962 season at
Tell Dothan and is recorded as having come from the courtyard of
the "patrician's house." On the basis of the records in the field
notes and the style of the impression on the jar handle it is likely
to be dated to the MBA III, Tell Dothan's phase 5. The field
journals from the 1962 season record the discovery of two scarabstamped jar handles and a scarab on the same day at the same
elevations in the final phases of the MBA. 6 That the context for
these artifacts documented in the field notes was correct is
buttressed by the fact that one of these jar handles as well as a
scarab from the same context have been published by Othmar
Keel,7 who has independently dated these two artifacts to the
MBA III on stylistic grounds.
As for the style of the recently located scarab impressed jar
handle from the Joseph P. Free collection, it is that of the MBA
III. The impression (fig. 2, no. 1) preserves "pseudo-hieroglyphs"
that are characteristic of the Second Intermediate Period (MBA).
The scarab-stamp impression consists of two interlocking spirals
on either side of a central shrine and can be correlated with
Tufnell' s design class 2B. 8 In the middle of the shrine is a single
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Figure 1: Tell Dothan "patrician's house.» Area A/D {adapted from Master et al. 2005, 51

column of glyphs, which can be read from top to bottom: ʕ, nm,

ḫʕ, and n.

9

In addition to the stamped jar handle, two previously
unpublished scarab-scamped loom weights have also been located
in the Free Collection of artifacts from Tell Dothan. 10 Like several
other examples ofscarab-scamped loom weigh cs from the southern
Levant during this period, the two weights from Tell Dothan were
impressed at the very cop of the weight and were fired in
antiquity. 11 The field notes record that both of these weights were
recovered from the courtyard of the "patrician's house." The
square supervisor of square A7 observed char the two stamped
loom weights fi.mnd in this square were recovered "in the same
vicinity" as each other on two consecutive days (May 19 and 20,
1962), just two and thn;e days after the stamped jar handles
mentioned above. 12 The field notes that document the excavation
of these two scarab-stamped loom weights within a matter of days
from each other further record consistent elevations for these
artifacts (at 350-70 cm).
The first scarab-stamped loom weight from Tell Dothan
(registrntion no. DTO 2601D) was only partially recovered, its
lower c:wo-thirds being lost. On the uppermost fragment of the
weight, however, a legible impression is preserved. Stylistically, che
impression is horizontally arranged, being framed by two ʕnḫ

signs (fig 2, no.2; fig. 3, no.I). llctwccn the two ʕnḫ -signs the traces
of two equally proportioned ḥ-signs can be read. This impression
is essentially chat ofTufnell's category 3B, in which hieroglyphic
signs or symbols arc symmetrically grouped around a central
cluster of glyphs or symbols. n The style of this impression seems
to be purely aesthetic with the glyphs, then, being so-called
"pseudo-hieroglyphs," which are well attested in Palestine during
the late MBA. 14 Thus che dating of chis scarab-scamped loom
weights from Tell Dochan's phase S is congruent with the style of
the impression on the weight.
The impression on the second loom weight from Tell Dothan
(registration no. DTO 2587) is known from early Palestinian seals
and sealing, although it is recorded as having come from the debris
of the Ltter MBA m,tterials (i.e. ph,tse 5). 15 The sealing, itself; is
vertically oriented and can be correlated with T ufocll's category
3E5 in which the impression is divided into two "panels," in part
by a shrine. The shrine dominates the center, lower portion of th e
impression and the glyphs within it can be read from top to
bottom: r, r, ʕ. In the upper half of chc impression, above the
shrine, is a eartouchc chat also contains traces of E1:,ryptian
hieroglyphs. The only kgibk glyph is the nb-sign, which appears at
the very top of che cartouchc (fig 2, no. 3; fig 3, no. 2). At the same
time, it is likely that the symbols in the cartouche were "pseudo-
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Figure 2-2: Loom weight

hieroglyphs" just as those in the shrine. Lastly, mirrored on either
side of both the shrine and the cartouche are three symmetrically
arranged glyphs: fn rlr fn.
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TEXTILE PRODUCTION AND THE SCARAB-STAMPED LOOM

figure 3: Loom weights (profile)

WEIGHTS FROM TELL DOTI-JAN

The three previously unpublished scarab-stamped artifacts
from Tell Dothan (ajar handle and two loom weights) enlarge the
growing MBA corpus of scarab-stamped impressions from the
southern Levant. At the same time, additional artifacts pertaining
to textile production were excavated from phase 5 of the courtyard
of Tell Doth,m's «patrician's house." These artifacts include a
collection of ten unmarked loom weights as well as chrec spindle
whorls.16 Collectively chis assemblage of artifacts from phase 5 of
the courtyard may provide a context for the ongoing consideration
of scarab-srnmped loom weights in the southern Levant. 17
Caches of unmarked loom weights from Megiddo, Gezer and
Jericho best support the use of the vertical warp-weighted loom in
the Levant during the MBA. 18 The remains of ten previo usly

unpublished conical loom weights from the courtyard of the
"patrician's house" at Tell Dothan, all of which were unmarked,
forther support this evidence for the use of the vertical warpweighted loom during chis period. The conical, unmarked loom
weights from Tell Dothan were idenciflcd in the object registry
compiled at the end of the 1962 season by Free. Each was indicated
has having come from a MBA context in squares A7 and Al O,
which is where the courtyard of the "parrici,m's house" was
excavated. The quantity of loom weights recovered may be
indicative of a single loom during the MBA, as it is consistent with
two similarly sized collections ofloom weights from Jericho during
this period. 19 Furthermore, implements associated with textile
production, such as the loom weights recovered from the
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courtyard, arc consistent with ethnographic data from the region
that shows that spinning and weaving were often done in
courtyards, since this locale afforded the lighting necessary for
these crafcs. 20 And in ,tddition co che marked and unmarked loom
weights, textile production is attcstcd in the courtyard of the
"patrician's house" at Tell Durhan by duce spindle whorls chat
were found during the 1962 season. 21 Two of these spindle whorls
were dome-shaped and one w,ts truncated bi-conical (fig 4).22 Each
of these spindles was rehtively small ,md hence was likely co be
used for spinning finer chrcads-2'3
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figure 4: Spindle whorls from the "patrician's house", Tell Dothan

The assemblage of textile-related artifacts from the final
phase of the courtyard of the "patrician's house" at Tell Dothanchat is, the unmarked loom weights and spindle whorls- may help
co constrain the interpretation of the scarab-stamped loom
weights from this context. Scarab-stamped loom weights have
been recovered from several sites in the southern Levant as early as
the late MB I, but primarily from the MB II-III.24 Yet the function
of srnrab-stamped loom weights has been difficult co
demonstrace.2s One reason for the uncertainty regarding these
artifacts is chat no such practice is known from Egypt and hence
may be an adaptation of sealing for Canaanite practices. Another
inhibiting factor in the discussion of scarab-scamped loom weights
is chat m,my of them, such as those from Tell Nami, Gezer, and
Mcgiddo, have been recovered in isolation or in unclear or
undocumented conccxts.26 For example, Marcus and Artzy
published a lone exemplar from Tell Nami that had been

recovered in a secondary archaeological contcxc. 27 Ac Gczcr,
McAlister's excavations recorded eight scarab-stamped loom
weights. Yet the final report failed to note the find spots of these
artifacts, making it impossible co discern if these scarab-stamped
loom weights constituted a meaningful and coherent asscmblagc.2R
Ar Mcgiddo scarab-scamped loom weights were recovered in the
'patrician's house,' yet each of them was found in a different room
of the building. 19
A contribution of the stamped loom weights from the
"patrician's house" at Tell Dothan is that these examples were
recovered in the same room as a larger assemblage of unmarked
weights and spindle whorls. Scarab stamp seals were often devices
associ,tted with personal identification or ownership. w Thus
during the MBA in the southern Levant rhey arc found, for
example, among personal effects in MHA tombs at Jericho,
Mcgiddo, and Tell cl-Far'ah North.'1 In keeping with the use of
scarabs as a symbol of ownership and assuming these stamped
loom weights were used on a loom, the sealings may have been a
means to identify ownership of (a set of) weights. In this case, it
should be noted that women were those primarily responsible for
textile production in chc ancient Near East and one might
speculate that the sealings were used by women weavers as a means
of indicating ownership. 31
le is also possible th,u these scarab-stamped loom weights
were used on a vertical warp-weighted loom not only as markers of
ownership, but as a means to organize weaving within the
household. 33 The two scarab-stamped jar handles and a scarab,
which also were recorded as coming from phase 5 of the courtyard
in Tell Dothan's 'patrician's house,' might support chc conclusion
that the stamped loom weights represent some form of household
organizational system."' The absence of extant textual
documentation certainly m,tkes it difficulc to discern ,t precise
administrative function for the scarab-stamped loom weights
within the household weaving practices at Tell Dothan's
"patrician's house." That said, if these scarab-stamped loom
weights were used on a vertical warp-weighted loom it would seem
unlikely that they were a part of an administrative practice for
securing or for n:scricting acccss.'35 Thus an alternate motivation
for stamping loom weights may have been chc need to certify them.
Scaling for the purpose of certification operated with the
understanding chat seals were personal devices, but it also assumed
that certain individuals could confirm objects with respect to any
number of qualities, such as their purpose, ,rnthenticicy, or
accuracy.

The use of seals to ccrcify or verify objects is well known from
Syro-Mesopotamia. Throughout the Bronze Age, SyroMesopotamian practices included sealing in order co certify
objects. This was the prnctice employed during the Ur III period,
when higher-level functionaries could seal administrative texts in
order to authorize the disbursements recorded on a tablet.16
Likewise, during the Old Assyrian period a seal could serve to
certify legal decisions regarding economic contrnccs and dealings.37
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The cultural influences of Syro-Mesopotamia upon the southern
Levant during the MBA have been widely noted. Furthermore, a
memorandum-like Old Babylonian letter recovered from Tel
Hazor h,ts even indirnted a specific connection hetween the textile
markets of Syro-Mcsopotamia and the world of the southern
Levant.''8 Given the Syro-Mesopotamian influences on the
southern Levant during the MBA and the documented movement
of textiles ,tcross these regions, one might hypothesize chat che
scarab-srnmped loom weights from Tell Dothan were impressed
with the intent of organizing textile production. For example, it
may be that the scarab-stamped loom weights provided a
standardized, or certified, weight and thickness for ocher loom
weights used on a particular loom in a given household. A
relatively consistent size, shape and weight among loom weights
on a single loom were required to produce an even weave.:19 And it
should be added that the weights from Tell Dothan - both
stamped and unmarked- show a consistent typology, a fact that is
congruent with above proposal for stamping loom weights (fig

5).40

Figure 5: Unmarked loom weights from Tell Dothan

The rich MBA cuneiform archives of Syro-Mesopotamia
illustrate practical circumstances that might have led to the need
to organize the weaving processes by stamping loom weights. 11 In
the Old Assyrian archives, for example, the supervising of textile
production could be motivated by a need to meet the demands of
markets. Merchants could direct the textile production process in
response to market concerns. Aware of the procedures for
spinning and weaving, merchants could give derailed instructions
regarding how the weaving process should be performed. In one
particular letter, ,m Assyrian merchant named Puzur-Assur wrote
about the demands for certain textiles in Anatolia and gave specific
instructions about the process for producing such textiles. He
wrote to a female family member, Waqartum and delineated the
specific steps she should take - from the ,tmount of wool to be
used, to the thickness of the spun-threads ,md weave, to the
processes for the finishing of the textile. He wrote:

fourntJ! o/'Ancicnt EgyptitJn l rmrw nnectiom

As for the fine textile that you sent me, malce
(more) like that one and send (them) to me along with
Assur-idi! Then, I will send you 1/2 mina ofsilver. As it
concerns chat textile, let chem comb' one side ( of it).
They should not pick ( excess wool) off of it; its weave
should be tight. By comparison with the previous textile
that you sent to me, process a mina of wool extra for
each (textile), hue lee chem he thin ! Lee them gently
comh? che other side. (Only) if there is thread sticking
out, should they pick (excess wool from) it like a
kutiinum-garment.'12
This missive reveals Puzur-Assur's concern about the
processes of textile production. He gave very specific instructions
to Waqartum, insisting that thin-threads were to be spun and he
commented on the nature of the weave and the finishing of th e
garment. The process of weaving as well as finishing the textile was
closely monitored by che merch,mc, who had significant influence
in the operations of the 'family firm' in Assur since he was a unique
somce ofinformation about the markets in Anatolia.'1'
Another motivation for supervising textile production can be
noted in the archives at ancient Mari. There, the king, Zimri-Lim,
concerned himself with v,trious aspects of che textile production
process. In one missive, he complained that a special, prestige
garment had not been completed quickly enough by his fabric
workers and weavers. Thus he wrote to one of his officials to
hasten its completion, giving specific instructions about the
quality of the spun-threads, the type and quality of the weave, and
the way in which the hem and appliquc were to be afflxcd.
Give strict orders co the fabric workers and
weavers. W eave that garment like a Tuttubean
garment. (That is,) carefully select the thread and tie
(it)! Make the inside of the garment like thin(hammcrcd) silver. H ave a Yamhadean hem put on chat
garment and like a garment ( woven with) red-(gold), let
ṣirpum be incorporated. It will hopefully not be when
that garment is woven and the thread is installed and
the ornament strung that the ornament will be (too)
heavy, causing the garment co sag (at the boccom),.,,.

In this letter, just as was the case in Puzur-Assur's letter to
Waqartum, Zinui-Lim w,ts ,tttentive to the many seeps in the
process of textile production. While the letter of Puzur-Assur
evinces oversight of textile production fo r economic reasons, the
missive ofZimri-Lim reveals the political interests that led to th e
over sight of weaving and textile production. Yet in che rnses of
both Puzur-Assur and Zimri-Lim the reasons for overseeing the
process illustrate possible motivations for the organization of
weaving in the southern Levant through the use of scarab-stamped
loom weights.
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CONCLUSION

This article presents three previously unpublished scarabstamp artifacts from the MBA that add to the collection of scarabstamped impressions known from the southern Levant.
Additionally, the consultation of the field notes and journals from
the excavations during the 1962 season at Tell Dothan have
helped to identify an assemblage of artifacts pertaining to spinning
and weaving from the courtyard of a "patrician's house." In
particular, the three spindle whorls, ten unmarked loom weights
as well as two scarab-stamped loom weights contribute to the
ongoing efforts to better understand how scarab-stamped loom
weights may have functioned in the process of weaving. Based
upon the assemblage of artifacts from Tell Dothan, the use of the

scarab-stamp at Tell Dothan may have been the result of complex
cultural interaction not only with Egypt, but also with the broader
world of the ancient Near East. On the one hand, it is possible that
the loom weights at Tell Dothan were simply stamped for the
purposes of denoting ownership. On the other hand, however, I
have suggested that while the scarab-stamp was used at Tell
Dothan to mark loom weights, the rationale for sealing in SyroMesopotamia as well as the textual sources from this region
provide alternate possibilities for thinking about textile
production in Tell Dothan's "patrician's house." Ultimately, it is
my hope that future excavations will help to further clarify
administrative systems of scarab-impressions in the southern
Levant during the MBA, especially as they relate to weaving and
textile production.
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this period, one might note that Zimri-Lim, the last king
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Repositories at Knossos," in T.G. Palaima (ed.), Aegean
Seals, Sealings and Administration (Liege, 1990), 37.
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is a photo of some of those recorded in the field journals
from the 1962 season. Marcus andArtzy 1995, 148 have
also noted the typological similarity between stamped
and unmarked loom weights during the MBA.
For example, the archives from Kanesh (Kiiltepe), which
most extensively document the MB I, record the
remarkable financial yield of 'Akkadian textiles,' which
were acquired in southern Mesopotamia and sold in
Anatolia (see Klaas Veenhof Aspects ofOld Assyria Trade

and its Terminology [Leiden: Brill, 1972], 79-214;
Veenhof 2008, 83-84; Cecile Michel and Klaas R.
Veenhof, "The Textiles Traded by the Assyrians in
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B.C. [Oxford and Oakville: Oxbow Books, 2010], 21071.). Likewise, the MB II tablet collection from ancient
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documents epistolaires du palais de Mari. Litteratures
anciennes du Proche Orient 16. [Paris: Les Editions du
Cerf, 1997], 268-84).
6) ṣu-ba-tdm qd-at-na-am 7) !a tu-!e-bi-li-ni 8) !a ki-ma
!u-wa-ti ep-!i-ma 9) is-ti a-!ur-i-di !e-bi4-li-ma 10) 1/2
ma-na KU.BABBAR lu-!e-bi4-la-ki-/im ll) !a ṣu-batim pd-na-am 12) is-te-na-ma li-im-!u-du 13) la i-qd-tupu-!u 14) !u-tu-!u lu ma-da-at 15) i- ṣe-er pd-ni-im 16)
ṣu-ba-tim !a tu-!e-bi4-li-/ni 17) !a-dp-tdm 1 ma-na TA
18) ra-di-i-ma lu qd-at-nu 19) pd-na-am !a-ni-a-am! 20)
i-li-la li-im-!u-du 21) !u-ma !a-ar-tdm i-ta-ds-u 22) ki-
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ma ku-ta-nim li-iq-tu-/pu-!u (a recent edition and
commentary may be found in Michel and Veenhof2010,
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and Family in Old Assyrian Society," fournal of
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38) u a-na LUTl)G u Mius.BAR dan-na-tim !u-ku-un-

ma 39) [T]UG !u-u ki-ma TUG tu-ut-tu-be-e-em !u-taa-am 40) u bi-it-tam dam-qi-if lu-u na-si-iq 41) u lu-<u> ka- ṣi-ir {x} u ki-ma re-uq-qt-[i]m !a KU.BABBAR
42) li-ib-bi TUG !a-a-tu lu-u i-ba-as-!i 43) TUG !u-u
su-ni ya-am-ha-[d]i-i is-!a-ak-ka-an 44) u k[i]-ma TUG
hu-us-!e-e-em ṣt-ir-pu-um 45) in-na-ad-˹di-i˺ u' as-su-urri 46) a-na TUG !a-a-˹tu˺ [fa]- ˹te˺ -e-em 47) u bi-it-tam
us-ta-ba-at-tu-ma 48) u i-na zu-na-tim !a-ka-ki-im 49)
zu-na-tum i-ka-ab-bi-ta-ma 50) u TUG us-ta-ar-ra-ad
(editio princeps in Oliver Rouault, ''L'approvisionnement et la circulation de la laine a Mari d' apres une
nouvelle lettre du roi aMukannisum," Iraq 39 (1977):
150-53; for collations, see also Jean-Marie Durand,
Materiaux pour le Dictionnaire de Babylonien de Paris -
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c£ Durand 1997, 273-6.
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